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FINITE ELEMENT TECHNIQUES 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  The solution by Finite element method is       [ ] 

a) always exact  b) mostly approximate  c) some times exist  d) never exist 
 
2.  Finite Element Method is a generalization of       [ ] 

a) Rayleigh – Ritz Method  b) weighted residual  method 
c) Finite difference method  d) Finite 
 

3.  Finite element method can be applied for       [ ] 
a)  structural problems  b) heat transfer problems  
c) fluid flow problems  d) any of these 
 

4.  ANSYS software can be used to carry out following type of analysis    [ ] 
a) stress b) modal  c) plane stress   d) any of these 
 

5.  Displacement method in FEM is based on the concept of     [ ] 
a) strain energy      b) minimum potential energy c) complementary energy d) workdone 
 

6.  Stiffness matrix for an element or total system in FEM is     [ ] 
a) always symmetric matrix  b) always unsymmetric matrix  
c) Identity matrix   d) unit matrix 
 

7.  Quadratic shape functions are derived for       [ ] 
a) three nodded line element  b)  plane truss element 
c) two node bar element   d) beam element  
 

8.  A body is in equilibrium if the internal virtual work  is ---------- to the external virtual work for every 
kinematically admissible displacement field.       [ ] 
a) not equal to  b) less than  c) more than  d) equal 
 

9.  Accuracy of solution in a 2-D component depends on     [ ] 
a) included angle of elements  b) size of the component 
c) no.of DOF/node   d) type of load 
 

10.  For a beam element, which of the following relations is true.     [ ] 
a) N1+N2+N3+N4=1   b) N1+N3=1    c) N1+N2=1  d) N2=N4 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 

11.  A truss element in space has a stiffness matrix of order ------------------ 
 
12.  An element with in-plane loads having 3 nodes along each side is a -------element. 
 
13.  Essential boundary conditions are those that ---------  affect the degrees of freedom. 
 
14. The sum of the shape functions over the element is always equal to -------- 
 
15.  The truss element is ---------------element when viewed in the local coordinate system. 
 
16.  A structure with loads at joints only is usually modeled by --------- elements 
 
17.  The degrees of freedom per node are ----- for the beam element. 
 
18.  Beam elements are obtained by subdividing the beam members --------- 
 
19. The CST element has ---- degrees of freedom 
 
20.  A beam element has a concentrated moment M at the node 2. The load vector due to it will be --------  
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  ANSYS software can be used to carry out following type of analysis    [ ] 

a) stress b) modal  c) plane stress   d) any of these 
 

2.  Displacement method in FEM is based on the concept of     [ ] 
a) strain energy      b) minimum potential energy c) complementary energy d) workdone 
 

3.  Stiffness matrix for an element or total system in FEM is     [ ] 
a) always symmetric matrix  b) always unsymmetric matrix  
c) Identity matrix   d) unit matrix 
 

4.  Quadratic shape functions are derived for       [ ] 
a) three nodded line element  b)  plane truss element 
c) two node bar element   d) beam element  
 

5.  A body is in equilibrium if the internal virtual work  is ---------- to the external virtual work for every 
kinematically admissible displacement field.       [ ] 
a) not equal to  b) less than  c) more than  d) equal 
 

6.  Accuracy of solution in a 2-D component depends on     [ ] 
a) included angle of elements  b) size of the component 
c) no.of DOF/node   d) type of load 
 

7.  For a beam element, which of the following relations is true.     [ ] 
a) N1+N2+N3+N4=1   b) N1+N3=1    c) N1+N2=1  d) N2=N4 

 
8.  The solution by Finite element method is       [ ] 

a) always exact  b) mostly approximate  c) some times exist  d) never exist 
 
9.  Finite Element Method is a generalization of       [ ] 

a) Rayleigh – Ritz Method  b) weighted residual  method 
c) Finite difference method  d) Finite 
 

10.  Finite element method can be applied for       [ ] 
a)  structural problems  b) heat transfer problems  
c) fluid flow problems  d) any of these 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 

11. The sum of the shape functions over the element is always equal to -------- 
 
12.  The truss element is ---------------element when viewed in the local coordinate system. 
 
13.  A structure with loads at joints only is usually modeled by --------- elements 
 
14.  The degrees of freedom per node are ----- for the beam element. 
 
15.  Beam elements are obtained by subdividing the beam members --------- 
 
16. The CST element has ---- degrees of freedom 
 
17.  A beam element has a concentrated moment M at the node 2. The load vector due to it will be --------  
 
18.  A truss element in space has a stiffness matrix of order ------------------ 
 
19.  An element with in-plane loads having 3 nodes along each side is a -------element. 
 
20.  Essential boundary conditions are those that ---------  affect the degrees of freedom. 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Stiffness matrix for an element or total system in FEM is     [ ] 

a) always symmetric matrix  b) always unsymmetric matrix  
c) Identity matrix   d) unit matrix 
 

2.  Quadratic shape functions are derived for       [ ] 
a) three nodded line element  b)  plane truss element 
c) two node bar element   d) beam element  
 

3.  A body is in equilibrium if the internal virtual work  is ---------- to the external virtual work for every 
kinematically admissible displacement field.       [ ] 
a) not equal to  b) less than  c) more than  d) equal 
 

4.  Accuracy of solution in a 2-D component depends on     [ ] 
a) included angle of elements  b) size of the component 
c) no.of DOF/node   d) type of load 
 

5.  For a beam element, which of the following relations is true.     [ ] 
a) N1+N2+N3+N4=1   b) N1+N3=1    c) N1+N2=1  d) N2=N4 

 
6.  The solution by Finite element method is       [ ] 

a) always exact  b) mostly approximate  c) some times exist  d) never exist 
 
7.  Finite Element Method is a generalization of       [ ] 

a) Rayleigh – Ritz Method  b) weighted residual  method 
c) Finite difference method  d) Finite 
 

8.  Finite element method can be applied for       [ ] 
a)  structural problems  b) heat transfer problems  
c) fluid flow problems  d) any of these 
 

9.  ANSYS software can be used to carry out following type of analysis    [ ] 
a) stress b) modal  c) plane stress   d) any of these 
 

10.  Displacement method in FEM is based on the concept of     [ ] 
a) strain energy      b) minimum potential energy c) complementary energy d) workdone 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 

11.  A structure with loads at joints only is usually modeled by --------- elements 
 
12.  The degrees of freedom per node are ----- for the beam element. 
 
13.  Beam elements are obtained by subdividing the beam members --------- 
 
14. The CST element has ---- degrees of freedom 
 
15.  A beam element has a concentrated moment M at the node 2. The load vector due to it will be --------  
 
16.  A truss element in space has a stiffness matrix of order ------------------ 
 
17.  An element with in-plane loads having 3 nodes along each side is a -------element. 
 
18.  Essential boundary conditions are those that ---------  affect the degrees of freedom. 
 
19. The sum of the shape functions over the element is always equal to -------- 
 
20.  The truss element is ---------------element when viewed in the local coordinate system. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  A body is in equilibrium if the internal virtual work  is ---------- to the external virtual work for every 

kinematically admissible displacement field.       [ ] 
a) not equal to  b) less than  c) more than  d) equal 
 

2.  Accuracy of solution in a 2-D component depends on     [ ] 
a) included angle of elements  b) size of the component 
c) no.of DOF/node   d) type of load 
 

3.  For a beam element, which of the following relations is true.     [ ] 
a) N1+N2+N3+N4=1   b) N1+N3=1    c) N1+N2=1  d) N2=N4 

 
4.  The solution by Finite element method is       [ ] 

a) always exact  b) mostly approximate  c) some times exist  d) never exist 
 
5.  Finite Element Method is a generalization of       [ ] 

a) Rayleigh – Ritz Method  b) weighted residual  method 
c) Finite difference method  d) Finite 
 

6.  Finite element method can be applied for       [ ] 
a)  structural problems  b) heat transfer problems  
c) fluid flow problems  d) any of these 
 

7.  ANSYS software can be used to carry out following type of analysis    [ ] 
a) stress b) modal  c) plane stress   d) any of these 
 

8.  Displacement method in FEM is based on the concept of     [ ] 
a) strain energy      b) minimum potential energy c) complementary energy d) workdone 
 

9.  Stiffness matrix for an element or total system in FEM is     [ ] 
a) always symmetric matrix  b) always unsymmetric matrix  
c) Identity matrix   d) unit matrix 
 

10.  Quadratic shape functions are derived for       [ ] 
a) three nodded line element  b)  plane truss element 
c) two node bar element   d) beam element  
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II Fill in the Blanks: 

11.  Beam elements are obtained by subdividing the beam members --------- 
 
12. The CST element has ---- degrees of freedom 
 
13.  A beam element has a concentrated moment M at the node 2. The load vector due to it will be --------  
 
14.  A truss element in space has a stiffness matrix of order ------------------ 
 
15.  An element with in-plane loads having 3 nodes along each side is a -------element. 
 
16.  Essential boundary conditions are those that ---------  affect the degrees of freedom. 
 
17. The sum of the shape functions over the element is always equal to -------- 
 
18.  The truss element is ---------------element when viewed in the local coordinate system. 
 
19.  A structure with loads at joints only is usually modeled by --------- elements 
 
20.  The degrees of freedom per node are ----- for the beam element. 
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